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Changes of Muscle Thicknesses of the Back Muscles in Lateral and Prone Position Using Ultrasonography

YOSHIKAI ENDO RPT PhD 1), AKIHIRO ITO RPT MS 2), YUTA HANAWA RPT MS 1), KO ONODA RPT PhD 2), AKIRA KUBO RPT PhD 2)
1) Department of Rehabilitation, Shioya Hospital, International University of Health and Welfare
(77 Tomita, Yaita-shi, Tochigi 329-2145, Japan)
2) Department of Physical Therapy, Graduate School of Health and Welfare Sciences,
International University of Health and Welfare

Abstract. [Purpose] The purpose of this study was to compare the anterior-posterior (AP) diameter of back muscles measured in the lateral position to that measured in the prone position using ultrasonography. [Participants and Methods] The participants were 20 healthy elderly men over 65 years old (mean age, 71.4 ± 5.4 years). The AP diameter of the right multifidus muscle (L2) (LM (L2)), a multifidus muscle (L5) (LM (L5)), and the erector spinae muscles (ES) were measured on longitudinal images. The changes in the AP diameter in the lateral and prone positions were measured. [Results] The AP diameter of LM (L2) and ES increased significantly in the lateral position. There was no significant difference in the AP diameter of LM (L5) between the lateral and prone positions. [Conclusion] Care should be taken when measuring back muscles in the lateral position with ultrasonography, as increased muscle activity may alter the AP diameter.
Key Words: Ultrasonography, Back muscles, Lateral position

1. INTRODUCTION

Previous research shows reduction in trunk muscle function is important, as follows: Verheyden et al 1) proved that a stroke patient's reduction in trunk muscle function is strongly related to loss of balance, reduced walking, and associated functional activity. Ezure et al 2) proved that a stroke patient's independence in daily life relates to function of the trunk rather than the hemiparetic limbs. Saito et al 3) showed that in the sickly elderly, independence in daily life activity reduces as trunk muscle shrinks. Clinically, illness reduces trunk muscle strength; hence, in many of such cases, basic movement and activities are impeded. Therefore, it is important to evaluate and treat trunk muscle as part of rehabilitation.

The number of studies using ultrasonography to evaluate trunk muscle has increased in recent years. In these studies 4-6), the back muscles were measured on longitudinal images obtained using ultrasonography. All the subjects were measured in the prone position. However, in the case of patients whose intravenous lines or nasogastric tubes require management during the measurement, the measurement itself may be difficult. Moreover, hyperkyphosis may develop in elderly patients, rendering the prone position impossible. In such cases, it is necessary perform measurements in the lateral position. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to clarify the difference in the anterior–posterior (AP) diameter of back muscles in the lateral and prone positions using ultrasonography.

*Corresponding author: YOSHIKAI ENDO (14s1021@g.iuhw.ac.jp)
2. SUBJECTS AND METHODS

The participants were 20 healthy elderly men over 65 years of age. (mean age 71.4 ± 5.4 years, mean height 163.1 ± 6.8 cm, mean weight 62.6 ± 8.6 kg, mean body mass index (BMI) 23.5 ± 2.3 kg/m²). Exclusion criteria were illness, injury, pain in the waist or abdomen, or previous lower back pain. Written consent was obtained from all participants.

The AP diameter of the right multifidus muscle (L2) (LM (L2)), a multifidus muscle (L5) (LM (L5)), and erector spinae muscles (ES) were measured on longitudinal images obtained using ultrasonography sonosite180plus (FUJIFILM SonoSite, Inc. Bothell, WA, US). Based on previous research, the AP diameter of LM (L2) and LM (L5) were measured at 2 cm outside of a spinous process of the second and the fifth lumbar vertebra, with the probe placed perpendicularly to the spinal column \(^7\text{-}^{10}\). The AP diameter of the ES was measured at 5 cm outside of a spinous process of the third lumbar vertebra, with the probe placed perpendicularly to the spinal column \(^6\text{-}^{10},^{11}\). The high-brightness region was not included in the measurement. Measurements were performed twice by stopping breathing at the end of exhalation. Calculation of each muscle AP diameter was performed from the pictures obtained using ImageJ (U.S. National Institute of Health). Each muscle AP diameter was measured twice. The average of two measurements was taken as a representative value. The postures during measurement were the prone and left lateral positions. In both postures, measurement was performed at the natural pelvic tilt. The left lateral position was maintained with 45-degree hip and 90-degree knee joint flexion. Excessive inclination of pelvis and lumbar was avoided. The measurements were performed by a physiotherapist with eight years of experience. The T-test was used to analyze the difference in AP diameter for each muscle. SPSS version 19.0 was applied for every analysis. The level of significance was 5%. This research was done in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. The purpose and details of the research were explained to the subjects beforehand. The measurements were made after consent was obtained. The protocol for the study was approved by the Ethics Committee of International University of Health and Welfare (17-IO-101) and Hospital, International University of Health and Welfare (13-B-262). There were no conflicts of interest in this research.

3. RESULTS

The value of each muscle AP diameter in the prone and left lateral positions is shown in Table 1. The AP diameter of LM (L2) and ES increased significantly in the left lateral, compared with the prone position. There was no significant difference in the AP diameter of LM (L5).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Prone position (㎜)</th>
<th>Lateral position(㎜)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LM(L2)</td>
<td>30.4 ± 4.6*</td>
<td>33.0 ± 4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM(L5)</td>
<td>28.6 ± 3.6</td>
<td>29.7 ± 3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES</td>
<td>31.8 ± 3.8*</td>
<td>32.4 ± 3.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*: \(p<0.05\) (vs Lateral position)
4. DISCUSSION

The purpose of this study was to clarify the difference in the AP diameter of back muscles in the lateral and prone positions using ultrasonography. It was found that in the left lateral position, muscle AP diameter increases significantly. It is thought that instability of postural muscles appears in the lateral position. The AP diameter of LM (L2) and ES increased significantly in the lateral compared with the prone position. However, the AP diameter of LM (L5) did not show a significant difference. This suggests that the lateral position causes muscle activity of LM (L2) and ES, but not LM (L5). In previous research into the question of whether muscle AP diameter reflects muscle activity, the validity of the theory was confirmed with electromyography. With regard to LM, the comparisons of muscle AP diameter between elbow extension and flexion, between shoulder adduction and abduction\(^1\), and between quiet and vigorous expiration were previously confirmed\(^2\). The same is true for ES, where the comparisons were made between isometric contractions while adjusting the output in a sitting position. Therefore, it is regarded that the changes of muscle AP diameter in different postures are due to muscle activity. The reasons why activity of LM (L2) and ES, is needed in the lateral position are: The thoracic cage, which provides most support to the upper half of the body in the lateral position, is elliptical. Therefore, the contact surface with the ground is small, compared with the lower half of the body, and the center of gravity tends to deviate from the base of support. Muscle activity is needed to compensate for this. Furthermore, since ES is not directly attached to a lumbar vertebra, there is no stability of the muscle itself.

In the context of LM (L5), the left lateral position was maintained by hip joint flexion of 45 degrees and knee joint flexion of 90 degrees. Compared with the upper half of the body, the base of support of the lower half of the body is large. Therefore, the lower half of the body is stable, and the stability of the pelvis is maintained, so muscle activity of LM (L5) is unnecessary. Also, LM (L5) is partly adherent to the pelvis, in contrast to LM (L2).

A limitation of this study is that the AP diameter of trunk muscle does not necessarily indicate muscle activity. Many other elements are related to changes in muscle diameter. These are muscle length at rest, extensibility, structure, type of contraction, and the level of measurement, etc\(^3\). Devices and examination are required to reduce the influence.

It is suggested, when measuring back muscles of patients requiring intravenous fluid or nasogastric tube management, or have hyperkyphosis, and are in the lateral position, that the measurement should be considered in the context of this research.
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